
Cappy Hall Rearick

Memoir and Humor

CLASS DESCRIPTION: Memoir:

Title: Everybody Has a Story to Tell

When a story is told, it is not forgotten. It becomes something else, 
a memory of who we were; the hope of what we can become.
I invite you to attend the memoir writing class at SWA, 2019. Cappy will guide you in writing 
your story so that it will be read over and over. Memoir is not just a trip down memory lane, it is 
a path that connects your many trips while making sense of the detours. You may want to write 
your life (according to you) for family members or close friends to read now or after you are 
gone. Make no mistake about it, memoir is an enlightening and powerful tool, not just for others 
who peruse your words, but also for the you, the author. 
 
Cappy, noted for her humor writing, hopes to inspire writers to write in humor while writing 
their life stories. It makes for entertaining reading.

CLASS DESCRIPTION: Humor:

Title: Humor Writing is Serious Business

The first and hard fast rule in humor writing is know your audience. You do this by first learning 
what works and what doesn’t, how to gage your audience and how to edit on the spot.

Humor is subjective. It takes sensitivity and the use of common sense to determine what subjects 
will be enjoyed and by whom and which ones to avoid.

Learn how to write about life experiences, good and bad, and which ones are best to avoid.

Funerals are not funny but they can be if you know how to write it.  9-11 can never be humorous. 
Politics provide a plethora of humorous material every day. Learn how to write about politics 
without being mean-spirited. Mean is not funny.


